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New Holland Australia. Hardcover. Condition: New. 144 pages. Dimensions: 9.4in. x 7.1in. x
0.6in.The Girls Guide to Sewing is the ultimate guide for the modernwoman who wants to sew some
simple items for her wardrobe, handbag or office! Aimed at the novice, it covers all the basics, from
setting up a basic sewing box to basics on a machine, preparingmaterial and cutting patterns and
putting on some trimmingson a favourite shirt. It is suitable for anyone who is new to sewing, with
simple clothingand also lifestyle accessories to make. Patterns are simple, with fabrics suggested
plus there is room to experiment and addyour own style. Filled with top tips, techniques and inside
secrets, it also getsdown to the nitty gritty of sewing skills. There are fun projectsgraded from easy-
peasy to difficult, with something for everyability and purse. Introduction includes all you need to
know about sewing techniquesand equipment: Setting up a basic sewing box Needles on hand
Sewing machine basics Materials fabrics for clothing and furnishings includingcurtain materials
Trimmings and Fastenings Preparing material and cutting patterns Sewing seams, gussets, hems,
piping, handles. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR,
La Vergne,TN. Hardcover.
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ReviewsReviews

Absolutely essential go through pdf. It is writter in simple terms and never di icult to understand. I am just very happy to let you know that this is actually
the greatest pdf we have go through in my individual life and might be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Pete Bosco-- Pete Bosco

An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Schaefer I-- Nelle Schaefer I
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